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Read the Observation
Deck for info about the
Observer takeover
-See page 2

Ar t i n t h e ‘Bur g
Scene

- See “Art Walk” pages 6 - 7
Jack Lambert/The Observer

The First Friday Art Walk provides area residents and CWU students a chance to enjoy local art and meet people from throughout the community. Venues for the Art Walk are located throughout Downtown Ellensburg.

News

Sports

P r e s e a s o n b e g i n s Still waiting...

Tr i p s t o t h e f i n a n c i a l a i d
of f ice may take hour s

By Clayton Huber
Staff Reporter

CWU baseball and softball have started preparing for their season openers.
Baseball opens their season Feb. 3 at
Lewis-Clark State College (LCSC) and
softball opens Feb. 2 in Las Vegas against
Texas Woman’s University (TWU).
Baseball was selected third in the
GNAC preseason poll and ﬁnished with
a record of 30-23 last year, but lost in the
GNAC semiﬁnals. Softball has won two
straight GNAC championships and has
been selected to win again this year.

By Isabelle Hautefeuille
Staff Reporter

Baseball
CWU baseball began regular practices
Jan. 3 and practices about six days a week
in preparation to open the season.
Jack Lambert/The Observer

- See “Preseason” page 11

The CWU baseball team was selected third in the
GNAC preseason poll, a good sign for the season.

The beginning of a new quarter means
that new and current students alike will be
visiting the ﬁnancial aid oﬃce. The unfortunate part of this is that lines become
congested and the small waiting room that
seats 10 becomes ﬁlled very quickly.
Unfortunately for many, a trip to the ﬁnancial aid oﬃce is a lengthy process and
students have to revisit several times. Waiting
times vary not only depending on the time
of the day, but also the time in the quarter.
Earlier this quarter, students were subjected to wait as long as two hours just to
meet with a counselor.
“That’s [what] the government body
told us to do” said Adrian Naranjo, di-

rector of the student ﬁnancial services.
They changed the rules for ﬁnancial aid services this year concerning the process, called
veriﬁcation, in which they check students’ identiﬁcation and ﬁnancial information.
“Our workload of how many students
we have to verify has almost doubled this
fall,” Naranjo said.
At the same time, the number of students
has grown at the university. This means
more students are looking for ﬁnancial aid.
Another consistent variable is staﬀ
turnover. When ﬁnancial aid hires counsellors, it takes time to get them trained.
“We didn’t have as many bodies readily available,” Naranjo said.
- See “Financial Aid” page 4
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EVERGREEN SCENE

I

Photo Illustration by Jack Lambert

Marijuana pesticides, while predominently non-lethal, have been found in some batches to react in ways that are lethal to humans.

Keep off my marijuana, microbes!
Finding the happy medium using pesticides isn’t as easy as expected
By Observer Staff
Marijuana
can’t
kill
you, but the stuff that gets
sprayed on it during the
growing process just might.
Myclobutanil, imidacloprid,
abamectin, etoxazole, and
spiromesifen are just a few
chemicals that have been
found on cannabis flowers,
according to High Times.
As the marijuana industry continues to grow, questions begin to arise about
the growing process of the
plant itself. After the legalization of cannabis and the
implementation of regulatory oversights of businesses, a
scary problem that has been
recognized is that there is a
large percentage of marijuana contaminated by high levels of pesticide residue.
In 2016 Colorado, which
was one of the first states to
allow the use of recreational
marijuana, had a huge recall
on batches that tested positive for banned pesticides.

That was just the beginning
of uncovering this major issue in the industry.
Reggie Gaudino, vice
president of Scientific Operations at Steep Hills Lab,
conducted an experiment
to find out what percentage
of marijuana tested positive
for pesticide residue, according to Business Insider. He

There are many pesticides that are used in
growing processes that
are not harmful when
ingested, but once heated they can be lethal to
consume.
found that 70 percent of
samples tested positive for
harmful pesticides.
Since 2016 there have
been many changes to pesticide regulations in an effort
to solve this problem. There
are many pesticides that are
used in growing processes
that are not harmful when
ingested, but once heated

they can be lethal to the consumer.
Myclobutanil is a prime
example of this. This pesticide is commonly used for
grapes, almonds, and strawberries.
“Growing marijuana is not
an easy process, but it is also
not worth dying over to use
pesticides [to] speed up the
growing process,” said Miranda Paolo, a local Ellensburg grower, said. “Growing
is a patient and an extremely
attentive process if you want
to do it right.,” she said.
Each state has different
regulations for pesticide and
fertilizer use on marijuana. The Washington State
Department of Agriculture
has made an effort to provide clear and concise lists
and protection measures for
companies to avoid recalls
on their products. The industry continues to find ways
to make marijuana as safe as
it can be for its consumers.
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Deck

bet you are wondering why I
gathered you all here today. Well,
I shall tell you. I gathered you all
here to talk about the Associated
Collegiate Press conference. As
YOUR collegiate paper, the staff
members of the Observer get the
chance to go to two conferences
a year so that we can learn more
about the industry and improve
our paper. During the conferences
we are also able to submit one of
our papers, and any student work,
for awards. We have won Best in
Show several times and our Photo
Editor Jack Lambert got an honorable mention for his photo illustration that he did for the DACA
story we ran last year.
Our first conference of the year
was in Dallas, Texas during the
last weekend of October. While
we were there, we got to meet with
professionals in the industry, attend sessions on how to be better
leaders and editors, and get our
paper critiqued. We were also able
to explore a city that most of us
had not been to before; some of
us went to the aquarium and the
photo staff entered a “shoot out”
to see who could take the best picture of the city.
This time the conference is taking place in Long Beach, California. The hope is that we are able
to send a lot of people but there is
a problem. For some reason or another, the Observer was not given a
travel budget and this puts a strain
on us financially. Even though we
are a real paper with real advertisers that pay us, we don’t make
enough to cover the trip without
some help. To help pay for the last
conference, we went to the S&A
board to ask for money and we
managed to get what we needed.
However, their supply of money
is running out so we are trying to
raise some money ourselves.
This is where you guys come
in. The Observer staff is hosting
a Cornerstone Pie takeover fundraiser. For anyone who doesn’t

“

know what this means, basically
from 4 to 8 p.m., the staff of the
Observer and Pulse magazine will
be at Cornerstone Pie hanging out
with our fans and passing out papers and magazines. During that
time, a percentage of what the
restaurant makes will go to the student media and will help us fund
our trip.
If you want to support your student media, or you just like pizza,
please come join us at Cornerstone
Pie from 4 to 8 p.m. on Feb. 7. We
will be there and hanging out (I
will be eating pizza because who
can resist) and would love for you
guys to join us.
In short, these conferences mean
a lot to us and we hope that this paper (and the magazine) mean a lot
to you guys. We also appreciate all
of you, our faithful readers, who
pick up a paper every week and
read the stories that our reporters
have put their hearts into writing.
Without you guys there would be
no reason for us to put out a paper
and we want to thank you for this
by putting out even better papers.
Help us do that by coming out to
Cornerstone Pie and purchasing a
pie or a grinder or anything else
your little heart desires.
For now, here is what we got
going on in these here pages. In
our Scene section we have a story
about the Ellensburg Swing Out (if
you like dancing or big bands you
should check that out) and don’t
forget about the double-truck detailing the first Friday Art Walk
downtown. In our Sports section
we have a story about the opening
of the baseball and softball season.
And finally, in our News section we
have a story on the consolidation
of some of the deans on campus.
Thanks for reading!

Signed, Sarah J. Hoot
Editor in Chief

Quote of the Week
It can be a lifelong experience because sometimes families buy one
paddle board and take it out to the
lakes and have fun

”

-Debra D’Acquisto, coordinator of the PE program.
Page 12.
Editorial policy: The Observer is a public forum for student expression, in which
student editors make policy and content decisions. The mission of the Observer is two-fold;
to serve Central Washington University as a newspaper and to provide training for students

Copy Desk Chief
Alexa Murdock copydesk@cwuobserver.com

who are seeking a career in journalism. The Observer seeks to provide complete, accurate,

Photography Editor
Jack Lambert lambertja@cwu.edu

source for information, education and entertainment news. As a training program, the

Graphic Designer
Leo Andraca editor@cwuobserver.com

dependable information to the campus and community; to provide a public forum for the
free debate of issues, ideas and problems facing the community at large, and to be the best
Observer is the practical application of the theories and principles of journalism. It teaches
students to analyze and communicate information that is vital to the decision making of the
community at large. It provides a forum for students to learn the ethics, values, and skills
needed to succeed in their chosen career. If you have questions call (509) 963 -1073 or e-mail
us at cwuobserver@gmail.com
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Aviation department soars into
a new generation of education

Tweets From
The Streets
Thoughts from our
Wildcats

By Eric Rosane
News Editor

On Jan. 25, CWU Aviation
hosted an open house at Bowers
Field for the public to come view
its ﬁve new single-engine planes
that were commissioned and
shipped from Vero Beach, Florida.
This celebration, to many, marked
a new era for CWU Aviation. Last
June, CWU Board of Trustees
approved a plan that would allow
the aviation program to cut short
its ﬂight contracting with IASCO
Flight Training, letting the department take charge of education.
CWU soon got its Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) 141
certiﬁcation, began constructing
lesson plans and began a new
season of ﬂight training that
would allow CWU to provide the
commercial airline industry the
pilots they need during this recent
shortage period.
“It was [more of] an inauguration of the CWU ﬂight school,”

Professor and Chair Sundaram
(Raj) Nataraja said.
To Raj, this was more than just
a celebration of a new ﬂeet. This
was a chance to usher in a whole
new world of opportunities for
not only the university, but for future students.
President James Gaudino addressed the public at the unveiling
last Thursday, along with Provost
Katherine Frank and senior in the
aviation program Deicoh Florentine.
In his speech, Gaudino expressed his worry for the industry and talked about the positive
changes that the FAA is instilling
to help mitigate the high demands.
“Now they will have to cancel
routes because they don’t have
pilots,” Gaudino said. “And the
routes they’ll cancel ﬁrst are the
routes into the small communities, into Tri-Cities, into Yakima.
That will degrade the economic
viability of those airports and
those airports will begin to close
out of necessity.”
The aviation program has

Jack Lambert/The Observer

(Top) A Piper Archer plane on display
during the open house. (Bottom) President Gaudino speaks to the public.

faced criticism by many students
in the past. In a story by the
Observer, many students came
forward detailing uncertainty
with the quality of resources and
disorganization of the department. One student almost opted
to leave the program, but stayed
because it was the best the Northwest had to oﬀer.
According to Raj, six new planes
are expected to join CWU’s ﬂeet
in July, with another four also expected to come in September. By
the end of 2018, there will be 22
planes in the ﬂeet.

Designers take feedback from students on new residence hall
By Jewels McClure

Staff Reporter

Students and staﬀ got a
chance to discuss speciﬁcs on
the new 400-bed residence hall
last Wednesday, Jan. 24 that is
in the process of ﬁnal designs by
Design and Build Partner Kurt
Haapala, of Mahlum architect
ﬁrm. Lydig Construction, the
same company who is constructing the new Samuelson building,
will build the hall on the corner
of Dean Nicholson and Wildcat
Way. The building is set to be
slightly larger than Barto Hall.
Associated Students of Central Washington University (ASCWU) teamed up with CWU
housing, Lydig Construction, Res
Life and Student Living to put on
the information session.
Haapala expressed his thoughts
during the public ASCWU new
residence hall meeting.
“It’s not how big the room is

or how big the closet is, but how
does it make you feel,” Haapala
said. “What should community
feel like. [It] is more conceptualized. The students really make
this come alive.”
Haapala was there to gain
feedback and insight as to what
students at CWU want from their
residence halls.
Haapala holds two degrees,
one from the University of Michigan and another from the Royal
Danish Academy of Fine Arts.
He has worked on over a dozen
university campuses in the planning and designing of housing
facilities.
Trisha Rabel, director of
housing operations and marketing, also talked about how there
is simply not enough housing on
campus.
The public meeting was held
so feedback could be gathered
about what students would like to
see in the new residence hall.

Student feedback was
tremendous during the
public meeting for the
new resident hall.
The committee had
the students participate
in an exercise where, of
the 30 pictures laying on
the ground, they each
had to choose the one
that they thought best
represented the essence
of a community.
Gloria Lopez Avina, a
freshman, picked a photo with children sitting
in a circle around a table
and painting with waterJack Lambert/The Observer
VP of Academic Aﬀairs Edith Rojas, right, VP for student Life and Facilities Jocelyn Matheny,
colors.
“They were all work- mid-right, and a fellow student participate in an activity relating to the design of the new dorms.
ing together and it had
students voted in favor of a residence hall is going to look
a theme of community,” Lopez gender neutral community like thus far, as there is more
bathroom, an enhanced com- information on how the comsaid, as she chose the photo.
During the meeting, stu- munity and for more loud, ac- mittee would like the students
dents were asked to vote on tive spaces rather than quiet to “feel” when in the new resiwhat they would like to see in ones.
dence hall, rather than facts at
the new residence hall. Many
It is not clear what the new the moment.
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The waiting game
“Financial Aid” from page 1

Naranjo said that to solve
these problems, changes are
going to have to come from
the Financial Aid department.
“We are going to be hiring some more processors
and counsellor,” said Adrian
Naranjo.
Personal initiative from students is also asked from the
department. Naranjo said
that even though services are
offered on a first-come, firstserve basis, it’s possible to
avoid the long waits by getting
your verification done early.
“We want to encourage
students to return their

Students struggle with long waits at the financial aid
office, department to hire two new counselors
paperwork earlier [which] financial aid office multiple 45 minutes in line to talk with
would definitely help us times before. After a couple the receptionist. After the
process earlier because visits, and experiencing quite long wait, Mathews was told
we are here all summer,” a bit of frustrations with the by the receptionist that he
Naranjo said.
process, Mathews was consid- had to wait longer.
After multiple calls
In order to do that without
and visits, and his
coming to the university, he
explained that students can
I said that I was trying really long 45 minute wait,
upload their own documents
hard and I got to the point where Mathews voiced his
and exby going to the “to do list” on
I was legitimately thinking about complaints
pressed
his
frustration
MyCWU.
just giving up and going home.
with the process to one
Because of the large numof the counselors.
ber of students, counselors
-Tyler Mathews, freshman music major
“I said that I was tryseem to have some difficulty
ing really hard and I got
in taking care of each student
to the point where I was legitwith the same amount of at- ering dropping his classes.
imately thinking about just
tention.
Tyler Mathews, a freshman
There was one instance giving up and going home,”
music major, has been to the when Mathews waited over Mathews said.

“

”

By Jack Belcher

A new concept is being discussed between faculty and CWU
administration for a proposal to
consolidate the dean’s position
between the library and graduate
students. The concept is an idea
that came from Provost Katherine Frank. After the retirement of
the dean of the library Patricia
Jack Lambert/The Observer
Cutright at the end of last year, Faculty are worried the merge could effect the process of each department.
there was the opportunity to re1999 and 2003. During a nine director of research. According
structure.
“When you think about the month period in 2002, he was to Mack, it was more than a full
time job for all of them.
mission of the library and the also the dean of the library.
“Obviously when you add what
This
meant
that
Mack
was
in
a
mission of graduate studies and
used
to be a full time job to an exsimilar
position
to
the
one
being
research there is a lot of what I
isting
full time job, without changconsidered.
The
only
difference
call synergies because of the reing
any
of the underlying strucwas
that
Mack,
the
dean
of
both
search element, the information
ture…
it
means some things have
the
library
and
graduate
studies,
element the learning element,”
to
be
given
up. It also requires
was
interim
while
the
university
Frank said.
expertise
in
two areas,” Mack
went
through
the
process
of
hirProfessor Richard Mack was
ing
a
new
dean.
In
Mack’s
office
said.
“Namely
one being the rethe dean for graduate studies and
research for four years between was also an associate dean and a search and funding in graduate
studies as one area… and
then knowledge in library
science which is a rapidly
changing field.”
Mack’s job at the library was to keep the ship
headed in the same direction. According to Mack,
he spent a lot of time
working in the library.
This was a lot of time that
he could have spent work10% Off Any Purchase Sugar Thai Cuisine
ing with graduate studies
(509).933.4224 • Fax (509).933.4288
was lost.
306 N Pine St, Ellensburg, WA 98926
Erik Ekberg, the president of the Graduate
Open 7 Days a Week
Studies
Association
Mon. - Thurs. 11am - 9pm
(GSA), believes in where
Fri. & Sat. 11am - 9:30pm
Sun. Noon - 9pm
the concept is coming
from.
“I think the administration is right in the assump-

Sugar Thai Cuisine
The Best of Thai Food

By Xander Fu

Staff Reporter

Cats at the Capitol, previously known as Lobby Day, brought
together around 35 students to
embark on an uneasy journey
to Olympia. Their purpose was
to lobby for change at the state’s
capitol. Unfortunately for them,
heavy snowfall caused a delay in
their schedule. Their CWU provided bus was forced to pull over
for chain application.
The groups were separated
base on the issues that the members felt passionate about. The
group that focused on textbook
price reduction had a biochem
major leader; science textbooks
are notoriously expensive, which
was just one example provided
by VP of Legislative Affairs Michael Scott. The members of
the social issue group included
students who were personally
affected by the Deferred Action
for Childhood Arrivals (DACA)
program.
tion that units on campus work
“It put a face to the issues,”
very independently, and there is
Scott
said.
not a whole lot of cross collaboThe
additional organization
ration that occurs between them,”
and
planning
of groups and
Ekberg said.“One of our goals
is to increase that kind of cross their meetings is unlike last
socialization and cross collabora- year’s Lobby Day, according to
tion to generate ideas and make
friends.”
The additional orgaHowever, Ekberg would still
nization and planning
like more information on the
of groups and their
budget analysis and wants to be
meetings is unlike last
sure that this collaboration would
remain neutral in the future.
year’s Lobby Day, acDuring a Jan. 17 meeting, forcording to Severino.
mer professor Walter “Spike” Arlt
told faculty and the executive
committee he believed that the ASCWU President Giovanni
consolidation gave too much Severino.
power to too few people. He ex- “In my honest opinion it was
better than last year,” Severino
pressed his concerns.
“I’ve talked to a lot of people said confidently.
Jessica Hernandez, member
and I haven’t met one person
who’s liked [the idea] yet,” Arlt of Migrant Education Consorsaid.
tium for Higher Achievement
Arlt said another reason why (MEChA) and first time Lobby
he’s concerned with the consoli- Day participant, was part of the
dation is because the plan is not social issues focused group.
detailed enough.
“Be the change you want to see
“Change doesn’t come easy… in the world,” Hernandez said.
and I think this really needs to be “Actions speak louder than words.
looked at,” Arlt said, pointing his I usually like to do actions.”
fingers down on the three-page
In her account of the event,
plan.
Hernandez expressed positive
Edith Rojas, the vice president feelings about her group’s meetof Academic Affairs for student ing with Kristine Reeves, repgovernment, feels that there is a resentative of the 30th district.
lot of mixed views. She is worried She noted her appreciation for
that from the outside, this col- a woman of color in a leaderlaboration could look like CWU ship position. She also appreciis not focusing on their graduate ated Reeves’ similar stance on
student program.
DACA and the DREAM Act.
Rojas said what she really
There is more to be done
needs is more student feedback. though, according to Scott. He
Because this is still a concept and is planning on having more stunot yet a proposal, student feed- dent government events in the
back is going to be the biggest fac- near future that’ll keep the stutor on how the university moves dents in the ears of Washington
forward.
representatives.

Proposal to consolidate dean positions met
with criticism from faculty, former deans
Senior News Reporter

ASCWU
finds a voice
with Cats at
the Capital
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How NOT to control your life
By
Meghan
LaLiberte
Copy Desk

Admit it, we’re all guilty of waking up in the morning and having
a routine: we brush our teeth, eat
breakfast and go to class. Then
along the way experience waves
of panic when the routine changes. The question to ask ourselves
then, is not what we can do differently to feel back in control again,
but why we need to worry about
control in the first place.
Being a freshman in college
with new friends who I’ve established incredible connections
with makes it hard to want to do
things on my own and for myself.
I find myself experiencing the
fear of missing out (FOMO), but
at the same time being worried
about not taking advantage of
all the opportunities life provides,
or missing out on something that
could better my life and future.
I’m here to tell you that these
are all natural and normal parts
of the “college experience.” It
may feel irrational or like you’re
reverting back to a high school
freshman mentality, but trust
me, we all experience this as
newbies in college.

In fact, 85 percent of college
students report feeling overwhelmed by everyday tasks and
obligations at some point, according to the Anxiety and Depression Association of America.
So now the question is, how
do we fix this? Luckily, the solutions are very simple.
One thing we can do is begin
by waking up each day with no
expectations, no definitive stepby-step plan, and no questions.
Of course, that’s easier said
than done, but once you actually
act on it, it’s smooth sailing from
there. Some people are masters
at living life as it comes, so surround yourself with those able
to compartmentalize and separate control from their lives.
My favorite piece of advice
is do what you love, so do just
that. Go exploring for those new
hobbies and interests that make
you smile wide and fill you up
with warmth. Find those places that are special to YOU and
you only, and allow yourself to
have a space that no one knows
about. Think of it as a bridge
to your own Terabithia (I know,
throwback reference) and you’ll
feel better knowing you have
your own sanctuary.
Don’t try to mirror or plan your
schedule with those of others. Do
your schedule first, then try and

Photo Illustration by Jack Lambert

If you are feeling overwhelmed by your schedule and homework, take a quick break to relax and clear your mind.

make it work with friends. The
last thing you want is to be overwhelmed and feel as though you
lost that valuable time for yourself
to really clear your mind. Find
ways to decompress while you’re
by yourself. A few great ways to
do this are to meditate, read, or
my personal favorite, write.
Even killing two birds with
one stone by going for a walk
or to the gym is a great way to
pump your endorphins and stay
healthy. Make sure you still value
time with your friends and make
time for them, but remember ev-

erything is best in moderation.
Finally, act as if each day is
your last. It’s so cliché, but seriously, be thankful for the life you
have and the fact that you have
the opportunity to wake up each
day with a clean slate and chances to make your own choices.
We are incredibly blessed to be
able to harness our own destiny
and choose what we want to do
based on OUR desires or needs.
That being said, don’t let others dictate what’s best for your
well-being or sanity. Though it
may be hard to turn down an

offer to hang out with friends for
more sleep, you’ll thank yourself
in the end when you have to get
up for classes the next day.
Never forget that we’re human, so some days we’ll feel
ourselves pulling back into the
need to take control, but you’ll
have happier days and more
meaningful experiences when
you learn to let go and free fall
instead of being strapped in. It’s
a lot like driving down a road
with no destination in mind and
the freedom of the open path in
front of you.

START PUSHING YOURSELF.
START CHALLENGING YOURSELF.
START BUILDING CONFIDENCE.
START RAISING THE BAR.
START DEVELOPING SKILLS.
START TAKING ON CHALLENGES.
START MAKING A DIFFERENCE.
START EARNING RESPECT.
START STRONG.

Join CWU's Wildcat Battalion Army ROTC! Call (509) 963-3518 or
e-mail armyrotc@cwu.edu. Stop by Lind Hall, Room 220 for more
information. To get started, visit goarmy.com/rotc/ku94
©2015. Paid for by the United States Army. All rights reserved.
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Stroll downtown for
local art and

community
Xander Fu
Staff Reporter

As this week comes to a close, Downtown Ellensburg will
see the monthly First Friday Art Walk, a ﬁrst for the year
of 2018.
This is an event which, excluding January, occurs the ﬁrst
Friday of every month, as suggested by its namesake.
Patrons will be oﬀered a map in each of the locations of the
available venues, there is also a map available online. They
will be able to take a tour of them while enjoying wine and
hors d’oeuvres, among other things, and appreciating art.
Among the many participating organizations is Gallery
One. Their focus revolves around three abstract artists, Bobby Halperin, Catherine Cook and Robert Wilson.
Renee Adams, exhibition and marketing coordinator at
Gallery One, took the reins on the layout and placement
of each art piece. She made it a point to not segregate the
pieces by artist.
“I really liked the dialogue between the images,” Adams said, noting how pieces showcased in close proximity shared speciﬁc artistic factors, be it their utilization of
shapes or colors.
Aside from their abstract gallery, Gallery One will also host a
member’s show. Anyone is allowed to view but Gallery One
members will be allowed to exhibit one piece each.
Each organization attempts to spice up what they present for
every First Friday Art Walk, so this Friday will be diﬀerent
from the others to come.
“We want to share all that art has to oﬀer,” executive director
of Gallery One Monica Miller said.

Day: Feb. 2
Time: 5-7 p.m.

Where: Downtown Ellensburg

7

Gallery One is one of many participating venues. Shown are exhibits from past shows. Photos by Jack Lambert.
Background images provided by Catherine Cook, Bobbie Alperin and Robert G. Wilson
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Dance all night with jazz music

Courtesy of the Ellensburg Big Band

The Ellensburg Big Band will play live music at their favorite event: Ellensburg Swing Out. Attendees will be able to enjoy a night of jazz and learn to dance with an instructor, and dance the night away with friends.

By Cassandra Hays
Staff Reporter

The Events Hall in downtown Ellensburg is packed to the
brim with people of all ages. A
band sits on the stage, filling the
room with upbeat jazz music as
couples swing around the dance
floor. People line the walls, enjoying refreshments as they look for
their next dance partner.
An event anticipated by
many, the community comes
together to dance the night
away to live swing music at the
Ellensburg Swing Out.
The Ellensburg Big Band,
a local jazz band, will host the
free event. They’re a nonprofit
group that has played together
for six years and has played at
various events in the region.
The group includes members
of many different backgrounds.
Some members are music educators from around the region. A
few came from the jazz program
at CWU and others have completely different jobs and simply
play with the band because they
are passionate about music.
“The neat thing about playing an instrument or playing in a
group like this [is that] it doesn’t
matter how old you are or what
stage of life you’re in,” said
Bruce Herman, who manages
and plays trumpet in the band.
Herman added that despite
the fact that the band is made
up of a wide range of musi-

Swing Out
When: Friday, Feb. 2
Where: The Events Hall in historical
Ellensburg on E 4th Ave.
Time: 6:30 - 9:30 p.m.
Free event
cians, from students at CWU
to retired Ellensburg residents,
they are able to come together
and play as friends.
The Ellensburg Big Band has
hosted the Swing Out several
times a year for the last five years.
“When we first formed the
Ellensburg Big Band, one of
our goals was to try and have
a regular community swing
dance,” Herman said. “It’s part
of our mission to have more live
music in Ellensburg. When we
formed the group, we wanted
to expose more people to swing
music and promote swing dancing as well as music education.”
He added that although the
Ellensburg Big Band plays at
many events, the Swing Out is
their favorite event to put on.
“What we like to do most is
the Swing Out because people
are having such a great time
and the band interacts with

the audience,” Herman said.
“It’s always fun to watch people having a good time.”
The band will be playing
swing music from the big band
era of the 30s, 40s, and 50s, with
the occasional Latin or old-time
rock chart. They will also be
playing jazz classics, including
the likes of Frank Sinatra.
Chris Peterson, a jazz dance
instructor, will be giving a free 30
minute basic swing dance lesson
at the start of the event at 6:30
p.m. Dancers will then be free
to dance the night away to classic swing music. Swing groups
from all over the region will be
attending the Swing Out, including CWU’s Swing Cats and
several groups from Wenatchee,
Tri Cities and Yakima.
“The Ellensburg Events Hall
is a great venue for this,” Herman said. “It’s right in the center
of downtown, has a nice dance

Courtesy of the Ellensburg Big Band

The Ellensburg Big Band plays music as people dance and twirl on the dance floor.

floor and the Events Hall kind of
cosponsors [the Swing Out] with
us. So, it’s a nice community service that we can get together with
them and put on a free dance.”
Although this event has free
admission, the band will be ac-

cepting donations at the door.
“We’re always looking to
get the word out and have
people come and have a good
time,” Herman said. “We
hope to continue to do this on
a regular basis.”
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Pre-game before the big game
By Bryce Jungquist
Staff Reporter

In a lead up to the ultimate
football event of the year, CWU’s
Recreation Center is hosting the
2018 Madden tournament.
James Segura-Mitchell, an
intramural and special events
graduate assistant at CWU’s
Rec Center, said they’ve hosted
a Madden tournament annually
for the last three years.
Madden is a video game where
players can play football with
diﬀerent NFL teams. Alex Lee,
coordinator for recreation clubs
and camps at the Rec Center, said
Madden NFL 18 is the latest in
the franchise and will be played.
The event is provided to students by intramurals. Segura-Mitchell said 17 to 20 competitors has been the average
turnout in the past.
Jordan Bishop, coordinator
of intramural sports and special
events at CWU’s Rec Center,
said the contest will be held via
Xbox. Bishop said they hope to
have three consoles that people
can play at the event.
He said the tournament style
will depend mainly on who participates. The tournament will be
round-robin if they have four players. A third and fourth place game

Tournament
When: Sat., Feb. 3
Where: SURC Theatre
Time: Noon - 10 p.m.
Cost: $5
and championship match would
be likely under that setup. Bishop said they’ll do a knockout-like
bracket if they have 16 to 32 people. If that is chosen, it will likely be
single or double elimination.
The Madden competition
will be awarding prizes. According to Bishop, CWU recreation
strideline socks will be given to
the third place winner. A championship intramural shirt will we
given to the second place winner
and the ﬁrst place winner will
receive both a pair of socks and
a shirt. The ﬁrst place winner
will also have the opportunity
to play against a skilled Madden
NFL player at CWU.
The player is “actually a graduate assistant here for our department and has gone on and
won $2,000 in some pretty high
proﬁle tournaments. And if they
can beat him, then they win a
CWU backpack,” Bishop said.

Yessy Gonzalez/Observer

Before students watch the Super Bowl LII, students can compete in the Madden tournament where prizes will be given out.

The lack of CWU events involving video games is what
draws people to attend this tournament. Segura-Mitchell said
nearly all intramural sports at
CWU are classic ones and it’s
been like that for several years.
“I really think that video games
can be an outlet to those individuals who want to participate.
They’re in the dorm all day, they
go to class, they hang out with
their friends but then they also
play video games. We want to

be able to oﬀer them an outlet as
well,” Segura-Mitchell said.
Intramurals is trying to expand
with video games. Bishop mentioned a comment they received
from a follower on their social
media where it was suggested they
host a NBA 2k competition, too.
“As far as Madden, speciﬁcally, it
works out really well with the hype
around the Super Bowl. The tournament is the day before the Super
Bowl. That’s kind of the reason we
chose Madden,” Bishop said.

Bishop hopes the Madden
event will grow. This is the ﬁrst
time it will take place in the
SURC Theatre. Bishop said
that while the open layout of the
SURC Pit has its beneﬁts, they
will be able to use the large screen
in the theatre to play games.
The large screen “is a huge
aspect of the event,” Bishop
said. “How often do you get
to play video games in a legitimate theatre with 7.1 surround sound?”

Pregnant?

You have options.

CARING & CONFIDENTIAL

Stop in for a free pregnancy test.

Find us:
CareNetEllensburg.org

Call us:
(509)925-2273

Visit us:
111 E 4th Ave • Ellensburg

BUY 1, GET 1
HALF OFF
on any Lunch or Dinner Entree!
(Must be of equal or lesser value)

509-925-5542 • 1601 N. Currier
509-925-5442 • 1101 E. University Way

Must present this upon for redemption.
Not valid with any other offers.
On
Only one coupon per visit.
Expires 3/31/18
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Thursday night Wildcat doubleheader
By Hanson Lee

Senior Sports Reporter

CWU women’s basketball is thing that the Wildcats are lookgearing up for a match at home ing to heavily prepare for ahead
against Seattle Pacific University of this upcoming match-up.
“We have to be able to deal
(SPU) on Thursday, Feb. 1. With
a 6-2 record at home this season, with their pressure,” Richardthe Wildcats are aiming to con- son-Thornley said. We have to]
“stay calm and not allow them
tinue their home-court success.
“Right now we’ve really had to force us out of what we do.”
Sophomore guard Alexis Pana
a focus on our defense and so
we’re defending really well,” has had a considerable impact on
head coach Randi Richard- the floor for the Wildcats this season-Thornley said. “Last [time] son. Pana hopes to continue her
we played SPU we struggled success against a highly formidaoffensively, which is a little bit ble SPU team.
Pana
surprising beemphacause
that’s
sized the
been where our
strength
has
Our goal is to come out i m p o r been this year.”
strong and shoot confidently. t a n c e
of comComing off
ing out
a four game
strong as
winning streak,
-Alexis Pana, CWU Basketball
a team
the
Wildcats
in their
are in a good
position as a team to build and upcoming game and how being
get even stronger. With an over- more confident isn’t just a goal
all record of 12-8, the team has for her, it’s a goal for the team.
“Our goal is to come out
consistently been able to make
improvements throughout the strong and shoot confidently,”
season and has potential down Pana said.
Ahead of Thursday’s matchthe stretch.
“We’ve improved a lot… I up, SPU’s high-octane defense
think the most encouraging thing isn’t the only focus for this team.
is that we still have a lot of room The Wildcats have much more
to grow and areas to improve,” to improve upon, both offensively and defensively.
Richardson-Thornley said.
Another standout sophomore
With a 16-3 record on the season, one of the primary challeng- on the team this year has been
es that SPU presents on the floor guard Kaelie Flores. Like Pana,
is their top-notch defense, some- Flores also worked her way into

“

Jack Lambert/The Observer

Sadie Mensing shoots during a drill while her teammates work on boxing out.

Women v. SPU at 5 p.m.

By Miles King
Staff Reporter

Men v. WWU at 7 p.m.

CWU men’s basketball will
take on rival Western Washington University (WWU) Thursday, Feb. 1 at home. The Vikings are coming off a 92-88 loss
against Seattle Pacific University, and the Wildcats a 77-73 win
against Montana State University Billings last Saturday.
The Vikings lead the GNAC
with a conference record of 10-1
and an overall record of 15-4.
WWU’s first and only GNAC
loss thus far came against Saint
Martin’s University (SMU) on
Jan. 25 in Bellingham, Washington. SMU is currently third place
in the conference standings.
The Wildcats tallied two
GNAC wins against Concordia
University and Northwest Nazarene University (NNU) on a
recent three game road trip; the
team’s one loss coming against
the conference leading Western Oregon University Wolves.
CWU is currently tied with
NNU for the sixth best conference record at 6-6. The top six
teams in the conference advance
to the postseason.
The last matchup between
CWU and WWU resulted in a
67-77 Vikings win in Bellingham. The Wildcats shot 38 percent for the game, below their
season average of 45 percent.
The Vikings shot a staggering
33 free-throws, compared to
just 15 attempts for CWU. The
Wildcats also scored 14 points

off eight WWU turnovers.
CWU was led by Naim Ladd
off the bench with 14 points, and
had a total of four players scoring double-digits. The bench
contributed 30 total points on
that night, but the Wildcats still
lost by 10 points.
“It really just comes down to
rebounding. We played a good
defense,” assistant coach Drew
Harris said.
In the last matchup, the Vikings dominated the boards by
a 54-33 count, also grabbing 19
offensive rebounds, leading to
16 second-chance points.
“Everybody knows to box out…
it’s just about who’s more hungry
and who wants it more,” said senior forward Jerome Bryant.
The Wildcats were led in rebounds by senior center Fuquan
Niles with 12.
“We gotta be more physical
and do a better job of boxing
out,” added Harris.
In three of the Vikings’ four
losses this season, they were held to
under 30 percent shooting. CWU
held the Vikings to just 26 percent
in their Jan. 6 matchup, but WWU
still came away with the victory.
“We do a lot of scouting reports. We know who their best
three-point shooters are and we
try to do a good job of taking
that away,” Harris said.
Senior forward Sage Woodruff had a standout performance against NNU on Jan. 23

and scored 26 points in a 99-89
victory on the road. Woodruff
hopes to continue that momentum into the next few games.
“[I] just continue to make
the extra pass to my teammates
and hope they do the same with
me… pass up good shots for
great shots,” Woodruff said.
The Wildcats will need players to step up. A focused rebounding effort and a stingy defensive beyond the arc is needed
to come away with an important
GNAC win against WWU.
“It would actually be pretty big. I know it means a lot to
these fans, the alumni and everybody that comes to support
us,” Woodruff said.
For Bryant, a fourth year senior, a win over rival WWU is
important.
“I understand what the rivalry means now that I’ve been
here for four years, so it means a
lot to me,” Bryant said.
Unless the Wildcats match up
with the Vikings in the postseason, Thursday’s game will be
the last opportunity for the team
to earn a victory over a rival this
year.
“I was always taught to approach rivalry games like any
other game on the schedule.
Don’t psych yourself out, just go
out there and play as well as you
can, control what you can control and play good basketball,”
Woodruff said.

”

a starting role for the Wildcats
this season.
“Hopefully we can get stops
on defense and play our game
that we know how to on offense,” Flores said. “We’ve been
scoring over 70 and almost 80
[points] almost every game, so
hopefully just this game we can
focus on defense.”
Over the course of the season,
the Wildcats have worked hard
on turning a strong defense into
a strong offense. With this being
a central focus for the team this
year, they’ve been trying to approach the season by getting one
win at a time.
“We’ve been having very defensively-focused
practices,”
Flores said. “[We’re] focusing in
and making sure we’re getting the
wins that we know we can get.”
Flores said one of the struggles
that has plagued the Wildcats
over the course of the season has
been being able to put together
and play all four quarters.
She also outlined what her
and her teammates need to do
better against SPU in order to
play high-quality basketball the
entire game.
The Wildcats will have a good
shot “if we stop their shooters
and stop their guards from penetrating, and we work on our
team defense,” Flores said. “Just
coming out with energy and
high intensity the whole time.”

Jack Lambert/The Observer

Coleman Sparling struggles to evade a block going up for a lay up during practice.
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Baseball; Softball begin preseasons
“Preseason” from page 1
Their ﬁrst opponent, the
LCSC Warriors, won the NAIA
World Series last year and have
won 19 national championships
since 1984. They are seeking their
fourth straight title this season.
“They’re a real good team and
it will be a great thing for us to
face a team that has dominated
their league for so long,” head
baseball coach Desi Storey said.
Two CWU players, senior
pitcher Mackenzie Gaul and senior shortstop Christopher Dalto, were selected to the GNAC
All Conference ﬁrst team in the
preseason polls.
Gaul ﬁnished the season with
a league best 3.18 earned run
average and went 6-2 with three
shutouts, 72 strikeouts and three
complete games. Dalto ﬁnished
the season with a .316 batting
average and ﬁve home runs.
“It feels great to be selected to
the ﬁrst team all GNAC and know
my hard work is paying oﬀ, which
is why I continue to keep working
and getting better,” Dalto said.
Practices consist of individual drills based on positions. For
instance, pitchers will work on
throwing drills and hitters will
work on batting. Towards the
end of each practice, the team
gets together and goes through
situational drills such as scrim-

aging.
“Baseball is all about fundamentals and knowing the situation you are in. We go through
a lot of situational drills to prepare the pitchers, hitters and
defense for anything that could
happen in a game,” Storey said.
The winter weather this year
has been in the Wildcats favor,
which has given CWU a good
opportunity to practice outside.
Last year at this time there was
at least six inches of snow covering the ﬁeld.
CWU’s season starts on Feb.
3 and has 10 non-conference
matchups before the regular
season starts on Mar. 3.

Softball
CWU softball ﬁnished their
last season 20-8 in conference
play and won its third consecutive GNAC regular season
championship. The team is
bringing back 13 players from
last year after losing All-American Kailyn Campbell.
“Our team is looking very
strong. We have a lot of depth at
all positions. Players are working
extremely hard and the competition is ﬁerce,” head coach Mike
Larabee said. “Our strong points
will be our defense, pitching, baserunning and our oﬀense.”
CWU at this point is looking
healthy and has no major injuries to start the season.
“Just a couple cases of the ﬂu.
Nothing serious at this point,”

Jack Lambert/The Observer

A CWU Baseball player congradulates another as he crosses home plate. CWU Baseball and Softball have begun preseason.

Larabee said.
CWU will also be without twotime GNAC pitcher of the year
Kiana Wood, who helped lead
the Wildcats to three championships. CWU is bringing back
sophomore Kylie Sweeney who
switched between starting and
relief as a freshman last year.
“Our ace is still to be decided,
but our top three right now are
Kylie Sweeney, Lexie Strasser and
Kayla Smith. We will see how
things go in our ﬁrst tournament
in Las Vegas,” Larabee said.
CWU heads down to Las Vegas on Feb. 1 and starts their

preseason with a tournament
facing TWU, San Francisco
State University and Cal State
San Bernardino.
The Wildcats will then head
to Hawaii on Feb. 16 to compete
against University of Hawaii
Hilo, Hawaii Paciﬁc University
and Chaminade University.
“I am really excited to go to
Vegas and Hawaii. We get to play
really good competition and play
in warm weather,” senior center ﬁelder Celine Fowler said. “It
can’t get much better than that.”
Fowler played in all 49 games
last year and had a .373 batting

average and stole seven bases.
Fowler was also named to the
GNAC All-Conference second
team to start the season.
“I am really excited to start
my senior season. It’s a bittersweet feeling but [I] want to go
out with another championship
hopefully,” Fowler said.
CWU baseball and softball are
in full swing as they prepare for
the season to start Feb. 2. and 3
CWU softball heads for warmer weather as they go to Vegas
and Hawaii to start their season.
Baseball looks to take down the
former NAIA National Champ.

Tuesday, February 13

Holmes Dining Room

$ 1 4.5 0

•

4:30 - 7 P.M.

+ t a x

(Meal plan discounts apply)

Cajun Meatballs

S m o k e d Ya m s

Cajun Crispy Chicken

Fried Okra

Fruit Salad
Cole Slaw

Cat Fish Remoulade

Wilted Greens

Assorted Pies

Grits & Cheese

Corn Bread

Ice Cream

C W U I S A N A A / E E O / T I T L E I X I N S T I T U T I O N . F O R A C C O M M O D AT I O N S - D S @ C W U . E D U
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Make a splash at Pool Pi-yo
By Simo Rul
Staff Reporter

Women’s Basketball
The Wildcat women added
a pair of wins to their record
Jan. 25 against Concordia
63-60 and Jan. 27 against
WOU 79-67. CWU now has a
four-game winning streak and a
8-4 conference record, putting
them in a two-way tie for fifth
in the GNAC with MSUB. The
next game will be Feb. 1 versus
SPU in Ellensburg.

Men’s Basketball
Men’s basketball continued
their winning ways, adding
a pair of victories, bringing
their winning streak to three.
On Jan. 23, CWU beat NNU
99-89 in Nampa, Idaho before reutrning to Ellensburg
to beat MSUB 77-73. The
next game is Feb.1 against
WWU at home.

Men’s Rugby
CWU rugby fell to Lindenwood
at home on Jan. 27 27-15. The
Wildcats are now 11-3 between
7’s season in which they went
undefeated (10-0) and the first
four games of 15’s in which
they have gone 1-3. The next
match for the Wildcats will be at
UW Feb. 3. The next time CWU
will be at home is Feb. 24.

Pool Pi-yo will take its first dip
into the CWU aquatic center on
Saturday Feb. 10 from 11 a.m.
to noon. Pool Pi-yo is a mix of
Pilates and yoga with the added challenge of balancing on a
stand-up paddleboard in a pool.
Students will be able to register
online through Outdoor Pursuits
and Rentals (OPR) and the Recreation Center, they can also register by phone or in person. Coordinator of the Physical Education
(PE) program Debra D’Acquisto
said that it is best to register early.
There are two different prices for the class. The prices are
not for the program, but to help
pay for the lifeguard and to help
pay the student staff who bring
the boards to the pool and take
them back to OPR.
The fee for the class will be $3
for people who want to watch or
participate by doing yoga and pilates on the deck of the pool. The
$5 fee will guarantee each participant a paddle board and space in
the water, but there will only be 12
paddle boards available.
The class is broken down into
20 minute intervals. The first 20
minutes will be for the students
to get a feel for the boards in the
water. and the next 20 minutes
will be for the Pilates and yoga
instruction. For the last 20 minutes, the students in the water
can choose to share their boards

with students on the deck.
A benefit of this class according to D’Acquisto are that the
pool can be used for more than
just swimming. There are different classes students can take in
the water, but the program also
has a few courses that are for
yoga and Pilates.
There are benefits for the human body as well.
“It can be a lifelong experience because sometimes families
buy one paddle board and take
it out to the lakes and have fun,”
D’Acquisto said. “It’s cross-generational, it will give you the
confidence, it challenges your
balance a little bit. It’s something you could do with friends
because you can get more than
one person on a board.”
D’Acquisto created this class
and will be one of two instructors. The second instructor is
Gabrielle McNeillie, a lecturer
in the PE, School Health and
Movement Studies (PESHMS).
She also teaches dance.
McNeillie is a licensed Pilates
teacher and teaches a Pilates
class three quarters of the year.
D’Acquisto got the idea to create the class after taking a master class in Arizona last year.
“[I] thought it would be just
awesome to bring to Central.
We have the paddle boards at
OPR, we have the instructors
myself and Gabby McNeillie to
teach the Pilates and the yoga.
We thought, what are we going

Photo Courtesy of CWU Recreation

The CWU Aquatic Center pool offers a variety of class including Pool Pi-yo.

to do on a weekend in the winter if you don’t snowshoe or ski,
let’s use the pool, put it together,” D’Acquisto said.
D’Acquisto and McNeillie both
hope that this will be a fun activity
and will hopefully make more people come to the pool to take classes.
“[Doing] Pilates and yoga on
the paddle boards creates more
instability, so it’s going to be
more challenging,” McNeillie
said. “I think them being able
to experience that in the pool
will hopefully encourage them
to discover other classes that we
have on campus.”
Currently, there is no class

that works with paddle boards
so this may be a good experience for students to try them.
Students can also rent boards
from OPR to use on their own
time as well.
“We rent the paddle boards. You
could take them year round, but
really our season for them is summer, so starting in April or May,
we’ll [rent] them out to people
and [continue] all the way through
September,” OPR student manager Nick Poprawski said.
If this class is successful, there
is a chance the class will happen
again in the future, potentially
once a quarter.

*First 25 STUDENTS attending game
See wildcatshop.com for rules

SHOOT A FREETHROW AT HALFTIME
FOR A CHANCE TO WIN

A $500 TEXTBOOK SCHOLARSHIP!*

THREE MORE

FOUR CHANCES TO GET INTO THE FINALS:
FINALIST CHOSEN

WILDCATS VS YELLOWJACKETS
JAN 27TH 7:00 pm
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WILDCATS VS SAINTS
FEB 3rd 5:15 pm
WILDCATS VS SF CLAN
FEB 3rd, 7:30 pm
WILDCATS VS WOLVES
FEB 17TH, 7:00 pm
FINALISTS BATTLE IT OUT:
WILDCATS VS WOLVES
FEB 17th, 7:00 pm

